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It’s time to stop wasting taxpayer funds on climate propaganda posing as “research”.
In Australia, the CSIRO, BOM, government universities and media, federal state and
local governments are all wasting our money trying to prove that the trace amount of
colourless CO2 gas produced by human activities is producing dangerous global
warming.

With a solidarity that makes North Korea look distinctly liberal, they have relentlessly
claimed that “the science is settled”. This “fixed opinion”, supported by a deluge of
government cash and media control means that open-minded research is impossible –
all we get is one-eyed propaganda, doctored data and vilification of sceptics.

Worldwide, taxpayers have financed over 100 computer models needing massive
computers with a well-paid priesthood all trying (unsuccessfully) to forecast global
climate trends. If they worked, one is enough. Bigger, faster more expensive
computers using the same failed Greenhouse assumptions just get the wrong answers
faster.
In addition there are the frequent climate conferences where well-financed bureaucrats
and government propagandists get re-cycled through the world’s smartest cities
seeking powerful roles for themselves in collecting carbon taxes and dispensing
climate aid.
This vast expenditure has failed to forecast or change world climate, but has taken
funds from the infrastructure needed to cope with inevitable recurring natural disasters
such as floods, fires, droughts or earthquakes.
In fact, the paranoiac focus on the supposed dangers of global warming has left the
world more vulnerable to the biggest climate risk – global cooling. And it has starved
research on bigger climate factors such as solar and ice age cycles, deep sea
volcanism, plate tectonics and massive oceanic weather events like El Nino.
President Trump is right. All government expenditure on anything with “climate” in its
title or mission statement should be scrapped immediately.
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Further Reading:
The Muddled Models of the IPCC:
http://carbon-sense.com/2017/02/03/muddled-models-ipcc/
EPA Twists Science to suit its Political Agenda:
http://us.blastingnews.com/opinion/2017/02/riveting-new-book-shows-how-epa-twisted-science-to-suitpolitical-goals-001445891.html
El Nino’s fuelled by deep geological heat changes:
http://climatechangedispatch.com/further-proof-el-ninos-are-fueled-by-deep-sea-geological-heat-flow/
Data fiddled to influence world leaders before the Paris Agreement meeting:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4192182/World-leaders-duped-manipulated-globalwarming-data.html
Hottest Year Hype:
https://www.cfact.org/2017/02/02/hottest-year-hype/
President Trump will withdraw from the Paris Agreement and de-fund UN Climate programs:
http://www.argusmedia.com/news/article/?id=1394827
The Great Global Warming Swindle:
http://tacticalinvestor.com/climate-change-fad-bad-science-funded-by-leftists/

